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Topic: Spring Time
Art and Craft
Flowers


Free hand drawing



Clay Modelling



Origami



Use of a comb for spray painting—Card for Holi



Ear bud Printing

Book Week:


Picture reading



Craft activity—making a book mark



Story Narration:

Dramatization by the teachers of the story—The fox and the Crow

Carry Home:


Book Mark



Paper flower



Greeting Card—Holi

An outing was organized for the students at the children’s park in Lado
Sarai where children enjoyed constructive gross motor development games.

Special Assembly:
‘ Festival of Colours’ a special assembly by
the students of KG C and KG E depicting the
celebration of Holi in different parts of India.

Event: Congenital Health Check Up Camp
was organised for the students by Dr. Biju Pillai and his team.

WALL JOUNALS

Classes I & II

Activity on ‘Day & Night Sky’
The children drew on a sheet of paper what they see in the sky during the day and night.
Science is Fun: The students celebrated “Science Day” by making models, collages and demonstrating scientific experiments for their classmates and parents.
Educational Trip

The students visited the world heritage site Qutab Minar.
Pre visit activity: The children were told about the Qutub Minar and shown a PPT on the
same.
Post visit activity:
The children penned down their observations vide a worksheet and drawings.
Movie Time:
The children enjoyed the movie 101 Dalmatians (English). They spoke and empathized about
treatment meted out to the animals by human beings.
An art workshop was organized where the children explored the creative process of folding and
dyeing fabric.

Workshop for Teachers:


Birla Vidya Niketan in collaboration with Kiran Nadar Museum of Art organised an event ‘Relief work on Terracotta plate ‘on 05.03.2019. All the
teachers of classes Nur.,KG,I & II enthusiastically participated in the
event.



Workshop titled ‘Developing Critical Thinking and Reasoning Skills- Integration with the Curriculum’ was organised for the teachers of Junior
School. The resource person , Ms. Shuchi Pathak held an interesting, interactive and informative session.



The English Teachers of Junior School attended a workshop titled ‘TOEFL
Talks’. The resource person was Ms. Sheena.

